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Q4 Market Outlook and Strategy

■ RevenuedecreasedduetoslowIT set demand and component 
inventory adjustments

- Supply decrease to Chinese smartphone and PC OEMs

■ Automotive revenue continuing growth trend 

■ While IT demand uncertainty is expected to continue, 
automotive demand likely to remain solid 

→ Continue to pursue faster-than-market revenue growth

by diversifying automotive customer base and increasing

supply of high reliability MLCC 

→ Focus on high-value ultra-small size/ultra-high capacitance

MLCC for flagship smartphone 

- Automotive MLCC continues to expand driven by growth

of ADAS, autonomous driving and EV 
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■ Revenue increased due to increase in high-performance camera 
modules for new flagships of Korean/overseas key customers 

- Increased supply of high-spec, slim camera for strategic
customer’s foldable phone 

- Full-scale supply of folded-zoom, triple camera for
overseas customer

■ Increased supply of high-reliability camera modules by capturing 
increased automotive demand    

■

→ Focus on timely response with high-pixel camera to new
flagships scheduled for release in early 2023

Mobile camera module demand expected to be soft due to 
year-end seasonality 

→ Focus on seizing market leadership by increasing supply 

of high-pixel camera modules

■ Automotive camera module market expected to continue 
growth driven by advances in ADAS/autonomous driving 
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■

■

■

Divisional revenue increased thanks to strong demand for

5G/network/automotive substrates despite slowdown in

demand from certain applications such as smartphone and PC 

BGA demand expected to be soft in certain applications due 
to seasonality

→  Focus on ARM processor substates and other products
with solid demand 

- BGA supply increased around 5G antenna and 
ARM processor substrates

- FCBGA supply decreased for PC applications but increased
for network/automotive applications

FCBGA demand for PC is expected to remain slow but demand 
for high-end FCBGA including server/network/automotive 
applications is expected to continue growth

→  Start mass production of server substrates and increase
supply for network/automotive applications
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